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THE EFFECTS OF LITERACY ON LEXICALITY

A K
Inverted-A, Inc.

  in a language is considered to be synchronically fi xed (Heine et al. 
:), but there is evidence from psycholinguistic experiments and observations 
that indicates there is more than one level of lexicality. In Chinese, the word for ‘word’ 

 zi simultaneously refers to a character, a syllable, a morpheme, a lexeme, and also 
to a syntactic word.

()        .
wo men zou  lu chu sui xiao
st  walk road to study school

   ‘We walk to school’.

Zi  ‘word’ can refer to the ideograph  (character), to the sound lù, to the mor-
pheme meaning ‘road’ or to the same morpheme serving as a less literal component 
in a compound such as  zou lu, ‘walk’, and also to the compound itself. It does 
not matter whether a morpheme is free, such as  lu ‘road’ or bound, such as  men 
‘plural'. Each of these linguistic elements can be referred to as  zi.

In psychological terms, however, there are distinctions between the sorts of phe-
nomena which are associated with the diff erent levels. Literacy plays an interesting 
role in discovering these diff erent layers of lexicality. When asked to repeat sentence 
() backwards, more literate subjects are more able to reverse the order of the mor-
phemes as in ()a, while less literate subjects can only reverse the order of the syntac-
tic words, whether simplex or compound, as in ()b.

() a.       
xiao sui chu  lu zou men wo 

  b.        
sui- xiao chu zou- lu wo- men 

Less literate subjects are less likely to be able to give a meaning for the components 
of a compound than are more literate subjects. However, evidence from brain dam-
aged patients suggests that there is a psychological reality to the lexical status of the 
component morphemes of a word. Th ose with Broca's aphasia oft en produce only 
the nominal element of a compound (e.g. the fan of chi fan) while those with Wer-
nicke's aphasia are more likely to produce the verbal element of the compound (e.g. 
the chi of chi fan) (Bates & Chen , Zhang ms). Th is implies that the grammatical 
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category of the component is still present synchronically and available to a speaker, 
despite the overriding category of the compound as a whole.

Slips of the tongue in normal, but less literate subjects indicate the primacy of the 
compound as a psychological lexeme. When asked to read sentence (), a majority of 
undereducated subjects pronounced the sequence  xiao tu zhi ‘small rabbit’ 
as  xiao bai tu ‘small white rabbit’. It seems that  xiao bai tu has been 
lexicalized colloquially to stand for ‘rabbit’, and in reading  xiao tu zhi rapidly 
the subjects accessed their semantic translation of the ideograph and then realized it 
in speech as their normal lexeme for the concept ‘rabbit’. In that case, the compound 

 xiao bai tu has become an opaque lexeme, whose component morphemes are 
irrelevant to the meaning of the whole.

()    ,   
Xiao tu zhi tiao tiao tiao
small rabbit diminutive jump jump jump

  ‘Th e small rabbit jumps’.

If lexicalization is a language-wide phenomenon whose earmarks include compo-
nential opacity and morphological bonding, then one would not expect the degree of 
lexicalization of a word to be signifi cantly aff ected by the literacy of the speaker. Yet 
following the standard view of lexicalization, that is precisely the conclusion that one 
would draw, given the above data.

.  . Lexicalization, as a linguistic label, emerges from the functional 
linguistic school of thought, and it is oft en paired with the term grammaticalization 
(Heine et al. , Hopper & Traugott , Traugott & Heine ). As historical 
processes, both lexicalization and grammaticalization oft en result from reanalysis. 
However, while grammaticalization gives rise to new productive patterns that add
to the grammar of a language, lexicalization produces seemingly isolated additions to 
the lexicon. Regularity, productivity, and transparency as components are therefore 
attributed to grammaticalized items, whereas idiosyncracy, randomness and opacity 
are expected of lexicalized words.

..   . According to Heine et al. (:
), the diff erence between the two terms can be summed up as follows: ‘Assuming 
that both involve some kind of “idiomization”, the latter may be said to be morpholog-
ically productive in the case of grammaticalization but not in that of lexicalization’.

Th e above is representative of statements about lexicalization in grammaticalization 
literature as a whole. Yet there are serious drawbacks to this approach when applied 
crosslinguistically to languages belonging to contrasting typologies (Katz ).

In a language such as Hebrew, there are almost no monomorphemic words, since 
vowels and consonants play complementary roles in word formation. Th e majority of 
vowels found in a Hebrew word code derivational and infl ectional contrasts, while a 
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majority of consonants code lexico-semantic information. Morphemes are discon-
tinuous, and every syllable carries parts of more than one morpheme. But despite the 
extremely fusional nature of the language, componential transparency is the norm, 
rather than the exception. In fact, in Modern Hebrew, non-linear derivation patterns, 
involving the use of discontinuous roots and templates to form new words are still 
extremely productive. (Bolozky ).

Mandarin is known as an isolating language, but it has a large stock of complex 
lexemes (Li & Th ompson ). Th e dependence level of these lexemes is low, in that 
they are not phonologically affi  xed and there is no reduction or resyllabifi cation 
involved. In this sense, the morphologically complex lexemes of Mandarin are quite 
diff erent from those of Hebrew. But both Mandarin and Hebrew enjoy a high level of 
morphological transparency. As cited previously, there is evidence from brain-dam-
aged speakers of Mandarin that components are accessed according to their gram-
matical categorization, rather than the grammatical category of the word as a whole 
(Bates & Chen ).

Multimorphemic words in English are more tightly fused than those in Mandarin, 
but less so than in Hebrew. Multisyllabic lexemes in English are common, but there is 
by no means a one-to-one correspondence between morpheme and syllable. Speak-
ers of English have great diffi  culty analyzing lexemes into their component mor-
phemes. Even in such common words as heal and healthy, speakers of the language 
require instruction in its history in order to identify the common root, according to
the introduction to a leading textbook on the history of English (Pyles & Algeo 
:). In other words, commonly used English lexemes are oft en componentially 
opaque for the average speaker.

Th e implications for the concept of lexicalization from the above observations 
of Hebrew, Mandarin and English are as follows: () lexical status is not necessarily 
dependent on degree of fusion, () lexical status is not necessarily dependent on opac-
ity or semantic bleaching of components, () opacity and fusion are independent of 
each other (Katz ).

Th e signifi cance of these initial observations is as follows: if lexical status can be 
established independently of both fusion and opacity, then lexeme formation (i.e. 
lexicalization) cannot be defi ned as necessarily ‘morphologically unproductive’.

Heine et al.’s statement (:) might suggest that componential opacity is some-
thing that indicates a high level of lexicalization, where the term lexicalization is 
defi ned as incremental. Th e higher the opacity, the higher the degree of lexicalization. 
But if such an interpretation were used, most words in a language such as English 
might be judged to be more lexicalized than those in Hebrew and Mandarin. What 
would be the implications of such a fi nding?

One possibility would be to suppose that individual words in English have under-
gone a greater process of semantic erosion and that opacity results from such bleach-
ing. But an alternative explanation is available: it is not so much that individual words 
have had their morphemes bleached, but rather that the speakers of the language, due 
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to a lack of overall systematicity in lexical patterning, have been conditioned to ignore 
componential analysis as a useful strategy. 

 ..   . Since lexicalization as a linguistic concept 
emerges from the functional tradition of grammaticalization literature, the concept is 
oft en contrasted with grammaticalization. It is seldom directly compared to the tradi-
tional grammatical term ‘derivation’, and this omission can give rise to confusion. Are 
the terms conterminus? Does one include the other?

Th e traditional term ‘derivation’ has been relegated, at least in elementary linguistic 
texts, to extremely regular patterns of word formation, the most common examples 
being drawn from Latinate vocabulary items in English. Yet it is also used as a syn-
onym for ‘etymology’.

Hopper and Traugott (:) state: ‘Th e process whereby a non-lexical form such 
as up becomes a fully referential lexical item is called “lexicalization” ’. Th e statement is 
indisputably correct on its face, but it carries some dangerous implications. It is implied, 
though not stated, that if a function word becomes a content word, then lexicalization 
has taken place, but not vice versa. In fact, some researchers confuse ‘lexicalization’ with 
‘degrammaticalization’, implying a particular directionality to the process.

For our purposes here, we do not wish to second guess either the directionality of 
the process of word formation or its regularity or lack of the same. We are primarily 
concerned with how collections of morphemes are perceived by speakers to be single 
lexical units. For this reason, we introduce the more theoretically neutral ‘lexicality’. 
Something is more lexicalized in this usage if it has a greater degree of lexicality, not 
necessarily because it has undergone a more extreme process of lexicalization.

Lexicality refers to the identifi cation of a linguistic sequence as a single lexeme by 
speakers. Lexicality can be quantifi ed. For example, we could argue that the English 
word husband has a higher level of lexicality than housewife which is more lexical-
ized than house snake. All are derived from a compound whose fi rst element is ‘house’, 
but derivation is not equally obvious in each case. In this usage, lexicality is entirely 
synchronic and psychological. 

.    . Th is paper is based on data compiled under 
a project that set out to probe the issue of lexical transparency by comparing psycho-
logical componential opacity (the psychological ability of speakers to analyze compo-
nents) with circumstantial componential opacity (whether the requisite cues to allow 
for such analysis are synchronically there) (Katz )1.

Th e Chinese portion of the experiment was divided into two parts. Th e fi rst part 
involved a group of thirty children. Th e second involved thirty adults. Each subject was 
tested for level of literacy. Questionnaires were devised to test morphological recog-
nition. Diff erent questionnaires for the children and for the adults were chosen, each 
geared to suit the subjects’ interests and attention spans. In order to minimize the direct 
eff ects of literacy, the subjects were not allowed to see the questionnaires or the written 
words. Instead, the tests were administered orally. (Katz et al. )
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..  . For the children, nonsense words from the Chinese translation of 
the Dr. Seuss book A Wocket in my Pocket were selected. Th e Chinese translation used 
ordinary Chinese morphemes to construct new words. Th e nonsense words provided 
a good opportunity for testing the child's recognition of the morphemes without a 
great deal of contextual cuing.

Each of the children was fi rst introduced to a nonsense word on a page in the pic-
ture book in order to interest him. Th e children were shown the pictures only. Th e text 
was covered up. Th e child was asked to give a defi nition for each of the target compo-
nent morphemes in the nonsense words. Aft er that, the child was invited to provide 
some examples of words that had the target morpheme as a component. Children 
were tested from a list of fi ft een words. 

Table  below lists the overall results of the experiment involving children. Chil-
dren are listed by identifying number rather than names2. Literacy levels were deter-
mined according to the test described in Table  below. If a child failed to correctly 
defi ne or give an example for a given test item, then that item was not counted in 
Table . Th e number of items correctly defi ned appear under the headings ‘ Def.’ and 
of those for which a correct example was given under ‘Ex.’ Th e number of good defi ni-
tions given by children ranged from zero to six. Th e number of good examples ranged 
from two to eleven.

Th e signifi cance of the results will be discussed in more detail in the sections below. 
In general, however, it would appear that for many of the test subjects, a number of the 
nonsense words were semantically opaque as to the morphemes tested. Literate subjects 
did signifi cantly better in providing examples than did their pre-literate peers. Exempli-
fi cation is a more reliable measure than defi nition.

Th e pre-literate children gave an average of . correct examples. Th e literate chil-
dren gave . correct examples on average. Because the lexemes in question were non-
sense words, none of the children were likely to have had any experience with the test 
lexeme as a whole. Th e thing being tested for was familiarity with the parts of the word. 
All morphemes used were common and naturally occurring in ordinary vocabulary.

To illustrate how this process worked, in example () below, we off er the following 
exchange with child number  concerning test item number ,  : 
red; heart; ancestor; teacher. Th e English nonsense word  was translated into 
Chinese by  into a sequence of four morphemes, the last of which,  teacher, 
was being tested for in this exchange. 

Child                              

Age                              

Level                              

Def.                              

Ex.                              

Table . Overall results for children.
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() Q:  What’s the meaning of  in ?
 A:  To tear apart. A lion.
 Q:  Have you heard of  in ?
 A: … Yes. I was about to say, but…
 Q:  I said it.

 What’s the meaning of  in ?
 A:  A teacher.
 Q:    Can you think of any words with the word 

 in them?
 A:  A lion. Shr, Rong-Wei; he is my friend.

Th e child thought of homonyms when asked to think of other words with the same 
component as . A more sophisticated speaker would have known it had to be , 
because he would have recognized the compound  preceptor. Th is might lead 
one to suppose that recognition of bi-morphemic subcomponents is what disam-
biguates possible homonyms. However, nineteen out of thirty children were able to 
recognize the  mao ‘fur’ of  mao guai ‘fur monster’ even though the word  
mao ‘fur’ has homonyms.

More literate subjects did signifi cantly better at providing appropriate examples of 
other uses of the same morpheme than did their less literate counterparts. It seems 
that for the pre-literate, lexemes function holistically as phonological to lexical map-
pings, without the intermediate level of the morpheme. Th e experience of literacy in 
Chinese considerably boosts a speaker’s awareness of individual morphemes.

..  . Th ere were thirty adults who participated in the experiment. Th ey 
were divided into two equal groups: literate and illiterate. Th e adult subjects were 
tested on thirty potential items and asked to defi ne and identify specifi c subcom-
ponents of the words tested. Th e maximum number of correct identifi cations for 
illiterate adults was ten. However, no reliable conclusion can be drawn from this 
experiment, since the illiterate adults that we found were simply not familiar with the 
words above the fi rst ten, which were on the most basic level of vocabulary.

Th e results for the adults were inconclusive because illiterate adults in Taiwan are 
native speakers of Taiwanese (or other languages besides Mandarin), and many of the 
illiterate subjects were not fully fl uent in Mandarin. Comparing their performance 
with that of fl uent native speakers of Mandarin who are also literate does not create 
an accurate picture of eff ects of literacy on morpheme recognition.

..     . Subjects were classifi ed in advance of mor-
phological testing as to their level of literacy. Th e literacy test in the following table 
was used. Th e test consisted of ten sentences, numbered according to progressively 
more diffi  cult reading material. A subject unable to read even the fi rst sentence was 
labeled ‘’ for literacy. Th ose able to read the fi rst sentence were labeled ‘’, and so on. 
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Th e children who took part in this study ranged in literacy from ‘’ to ‘’. Th e adults 
ranged from levels ‘’ to ‘’.

While the cognitive development of children in the age group tested is still rap-
idly progressing, there is good reason to believe that the diff erences in performance 
observed were not due to cognitive development independent from the acquisition of 
literacy3. Th e subjects were normal kindergarten and elementary school children with 
no cognitive impairments. Th e morphemes they were being asked to recognize were 
part of their active vocabulary. Th e social and conversational skills of the children 
were comparable. Among the children tested, age was not a determining factor for 
success in morpheme recognition. 

Th e issue with regard to literacy is as follows: do the more literate subjects enjoy 
a higher level of morphological transparency than those who are pre-literate? Th e 
answer is not altogether clear. Of the sixteen pre-literate children, only one was unable 
to give any correct defi nition. Of the fourteen reading children, two were unable to give 
any correct defi nition, one with a reading level of ‘’ and another of ‘’. Th e maximum 
number of correct defi nitions given by pre-literate children was fi ve. Only one of the 
pre-literate children attained to that level. Th e child, identifi ed as , was able to correctly 
defi ne all fi ve of the fi rst targeted morphemes, labeled <basic>. Th ere were eight pre-
literate children who correctly defi ned three of the targeted morphemes. Four of the 
pre-literate children correctly defi ned two of the targeted morphemes. Only two of
the pre-literate children correctly defi ned one targeted morpheme.

Results among the literate children for defi nitions were not signifi cantly diff er-
ent. Of the fourteen reading children, two were unable to give any correct defi nition, 

.
.
.
.
.
.

.

.

.

.

Table . Literacy test.
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one with a reading level of ‘’ and another of ‘'. Th e maximum number of correct 
defi nitions given by a reading child was six; this was the achievement of the subject 
identifi ed as , whose reading level was ‘'. But the child , who had the highest 
reading level, level ‘’, was able to give only three correct defi nitions. Th ree of the 
literate children gave four correct defi nitions. Th ey all had a reading level of ‘'. Four 
of the readers gave three correct defi nitions. Two of these had a reading level of ‘’, 
one was at ‘’ and another at ‘'. Two subjects with a reading level of ‘’ gave two good 
defi nitions. Th ere was only one literate subject who gave exactly one good defi nition. 
His reading level was ‘’.

Th e results for defi nitions are not entirely reliable as indicators of morphological 
transparency. As already noted in the previous section, the process of defi ning a lexi-
cal component is meta- linguistic. It requires a level of sophistication that is more than 
most native speakers of any language ever attain. For this reason, when used alone as a 
measure of componential transparency, defi nition is an inadequate measure.

Signifi cantly more of the literate children gave a higher number of good exam-
ples of the targeted morpheme in other compounds. Th e pre-literate children gave 
an average of . correct examples. Th e literate children gave . correct examples 
on average. It seems likely that the above result is due to the fact that the literate 
children may have encountered the morphemes in question in more combinations 
and may have been given better insight into morphological identity by knowing 
which written character was used for which morpheme in diff erent compounds.

Th e tests with adults were inconclusive, unlike those with the children, because 
there was not as signifi cant a diff erence between the defi nition and the identifi cation 
test and only the fi rst test items were accessible to the non-reading adults. It appeared 
that the illiterate adults simply did not know the test words above the fi rst ten most 
basic items. Part of the diffi  culty in getting reliable data was caused by the fact that 
illiterate subjects in Taiwan are not native speakers of Mandarin, the test language. As 
such, they are not on a par in word recognition with their literate counterparts. Th is 
problem was not encountered with the pre-literate children.

. . Th e nature of this project changed considerably in the implementation. 
For instance, it was not originally intended that the Chinese portion of the experi-
ment be focused primarily on literacy. While the subjects were divided into literate 
and non-literate groups, the vocabulary was also divided into basic, intermediate and 
advanced. It was hoped that diff ering contexts for vocabulary items would provide 
examples of circumstantial versus psychological opacity. However, in the case of Chi-
nese, all that we managed to show was that those who had greater experience with the 
morphemes in diff erent combinations were better able to identify them than those 
who had less experience. Less literate subjects had less experience with the systematic 
deployment of morphemes as subunits of syntactic words. Th ey were thus capable of 
knowing a word without knowing its parts, or being able to say where else those parts 
were employed in their own vocabulary. For non-literate Chinese speakers, syntactic 
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words are oft en monolithic wholes, despite the fact that this is an isolating language 
where morphemes and syllables are in one-to-one correspondence.

Th e theoretical implications of the above observations are not entirely trivial. If we 
assume with Heine that the more opaque a derivation is to native speakers, the more 
lexicalized is the vocabulary item, we might then conclude that the more literate a 
Chinese speaker is, the less lexicalized is his vocabulary. While the grammaticaliza-
tion literature does not address these issues in terms of individual speakers, there is 
no reason why it should not. Is lexicalization a historical, monolithic process that 
goes in the direction of opacity? If so, how is it that during a lifetime of language use, 
individual speakers can gain insights into the structure of their language, rendering 
derivation more transparent? How is it that the same speaker can experience diff er-
ent degrees of lexicality for the same sequence of morphemes depending on literacy? 
Th ese are questions that should be addressed in further research.

In Chinese, where the writing system displays a one-to-one correspondence of 
character to morpheme, literate native speakers have a considerable advantage over 
native speakers who are not literate in recognizing the components of a word, even 
when homonyms are involved.

.    . Instead of the expected results concerning 
variation in opacity between basic versus advanced vocabulary, it was found that 
morphological opacity correlates with lesser degrees of literacy, regardless of the dif-
fi culty of a vocabulary item. Th is fi nding challenges theories that link the degree of 
lexicalization of a word with its degree of componential opacity. 

‘Th e grammatical identity of the word is what marks it for availability and selec-
tion for use in a syntactic slot’. (Packard :). Lexical status remains unchanged 
for speakers despite the fact that during a lifetime of learning a higher degree of 
morphological transparency may be attained. More literate subjects may have a better 
idea what the parts of a word contribute to the whole, but they do not experience 
any reduction in their ability to employ lexemes as syntactic units. Lexicalization and 
lexicality should be reexamined in view of these facts.

.    . Componential opacity is something 
that oft en happens aft er lexicality on the syntactic level has been achieved. Opacity is 
not a prerequisite to lexicalization, though it frequently is one of its aft er-eff ects. Th e 
degree of opacity that accompanies lexicality varies from language to language and 
from speaker to speaker. 

Opacity does not consititute lexicality, nor does it bring lexicalization about. Lexi-
cality invites opacity, as the individual meaning of morphemes is overshadowed by 
the meaning of the word as a whole. But lexicality does not require speakers to be 
ignorant of componential semantics; and learning more about the meaning of com-
ponents does not lead to delexicalization.
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1 Under Taiwan National Science Council Grant # --H--, the project had three 

components: Chinese, English and Hebrew. Th is paper deals only with the Chinese data.
2 Th e sex of the child is not noted. No statistical signifi cance was found by sex.
3 Literacy in and of itself has some eff ect on cognitive development, so that literacy and 

cognitive ability are not always separable. Educated subjects may appear more intellectual 
despite equal cognitive endowment with their less educated contemporaries. Th is is true 
for adults as well as children. Th ere was no indication that the less literate children in 
this study were less literate because of any cognitive delay or impairment, nor were the 
more able readers demonstrably further advanced in other areas. (One of the best readers 
among the children, for instance, learned to read at home, before starting school. Home 
environment plays a big role in literacy.) 
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